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Introduction 
With the sector platform, NTG Network Toys Germany GmbH is offering the technological infrastructure for 

the exchange of electronic business messages and electronic catalogues. Traders and suppliers can optimize 

their business processes to a large extent and handle them all electronically. 

For the processing as classical EDIFACT file exchange, the subsets are at free disposal under the following 

address https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/ → ClassicEDI. Own convertor solutions can be 

configured with these descriptions and/or conversion service providers can be put in a position to program 

their interfaces. 

All documents transported via the classic EDIFACT data exchange can be viewed in the WebEDI interface 

(hybrid application). 

If no or not all types of documents are supported, the processing and the creation of follow-up documents 

will be carried out via the WebEDI interface. 

You will receive the login after conclusion of the participation agreement with NTG Network Toys Germany 

GmbH. 

  

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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Login 
 

You will reach the Clearing Center via the homepage of Network Toys Germany 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/  

 

 

The login window is located on the right-hand side of the homepage. 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/
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For each participating company, an administrator account will be created by which you can administrate 

your company and add further users to the system. By doing so, it will be possible to assign the respective 

authorizations for individual working steps to several of your employees. 

 

Examples: 

- Receipt of orders for the sales department 
- Creation of delivery notes for the logistics department 
- Creation of invoices for the accounting department 

 

The login is composed of the username and the password. The e-mail address serves as username. At the 

initial creation, NTG will set up the technical contact person in your company as company-admin. The 

company-admin can add further users and change the company settings. 
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Main page 
After the login you will get to the main page, the so-called MyNTG dashboard. Depending on the 

authorizations given, the sections of the clearing center are accessible from here. 

OrderTracker 
 

Important: You will find details on the subject direct shipment / drop shipment orders at the end 

of the chapter on page 45. 

 

Overview 

In the order tracker, you will find an overview of the trader orders you received. 

 

To provide a better overview, your orders are displayed in two areas/views: "Overview open orders" and 

"Archive by order no. buyer". 
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- Overview open orders: Here you can see all your orders that are not yet completed.  

Not completed orders, are orders that: 

o have not yet been completely confirmed (all items and all quantities) and/or notified 

and/or invoiced. The column "Status follow-up files " on the right side of the overview table 

provides information about the status of the order and the associated follow-on 

documents (all "green" means order is completed). 

and/or 

o have not yet been marked as "finished" by you. 

- Archive by order no. buyer: All completed orders and orders marked as "finished" are displayed 

here. 

- Search all supplier documents: Display of all subsequent documents (order confirmation, delivery 

advice, invoice and return notification). 

 

- Specialist retailers: In this tab, orders from smaller traders are received who do not have an own 

tab marked with their name. These traders may be part of a larger trader company, but they still 

are independent business partners and send in their orders directly. 

 

The following instructions are valid for the overview and the archive. The only difference with the specialist 

traders is that you can only sort out via the order number and the corresponding date. 

In order to look for orders in a special period or from a special trader you can limit the search with these 

filters: 

 

By doing so you can distinguish the date search between “Receipt date” or “Order date”. 

The order date is the date specified by the dealer in the order. The date of receipt is the date on which the 

order was received in the NTG portal. As a rule, the order date and the date of receipt are the same. 

By clicking on the "From" and "To" fields, you can view the orders for a selected period. To do this, you 

simply select the corresponding dates in the stored calendar by clicking on them.  
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By opening the drop-down menu, you can limit the search result to a specific vendor. 

Search all supplier documents: all subsequent documents are listed under the "Search all supplier 

documents" tab. Search for order confirmation, delivery bill, invoice or even return numbers. 

Under the search fields the received orders are displayed in tabular form. 

 

Suppliers who have registered for the direct shipment (presently only myToys or VEDES), can see in the 

column “Type” if it is a warehouse or a direct shipment order.  

Suppliers who have registered for direct shipping (currently only myToys or VEDES) can see in the "Follow-

up document type" column whether it is a warehouse or direct shipping order. You can also narrow down 

the filter selection to end consumer and delivery addresses.  

You can also download the direct shipping orders as a csv file (multiple selection possible).  

The csv download for stock orders can be booked separately. Please contact the NTG team for this – 

chapter “Support”. 

You can find further details on the subject direct shipment/drop shipment orders at the end of the chapter 

on page 45. 

 

 

The status display on the right side of the overview table informs you on the order status and the status of 

the follow-up documents. 
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You receive an information on the meaning of the respective display if you move the mouse over the 

status: 

 

Order: 

  

Order confirmation: 

 

Delivery note: 

 

Invoice: 

 

The traffic light symbols have the following meaning: 

Green: Document received and processed 

Grey: No document received 

Yellow: Documents received and processed, order is not yet completed 

Blue: Sent receipt can be processed again until the re-admittance time has expired. 

Red: No document received or produced. (The period varies depending on the type of document.) 

In the column „Status supplier“, you have the possibility to define an order state. By click, the list box opens 

and you can choose between the statuses „Open”, „Finished“, „Check“ or „Order change edited“. 
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If you have marked orders with a supplier status (“status supplier”), you can select a certain suppliers status 

within the list via the filtering function. Orders without a selected supplier status will be displayed as 

supplier status “open”. 

If an order change document is available, this is shown in the column „Order-Change“ with this symbol: 

 If, for example, a supplier cancels items within the order confirmation, the order concerned will be 

marked this way. 

As default all open orders in the OrderTracker are shown. This is the default setting: 

 

To change the settings, please do that via the different filter options. 

You receive the overview about the finished orders via: 
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Apart from the orders for which all corresponding follow-up documents were created and for which all 

traffic lights are green, you can also mark orders, which should not be further processed, with the status 

“Completed”. 

Orders, for which saved and not yet saved follow-up documents exist, can be found in the column „saved 

but not yet delivered documents“ and are shown with this symbol:  

The follow-up documents are shown with a yellow status in the traffic light symbols. 

 

On click to the symbol, the system moves to the view „All files“ concerning the existing order, where the 

document saved is also marked with a yellow traffic light symbol. 

 

Here, you can open the document and continue editing or sending the file. 

In the „Status list“, the follow-up document is shown, too (e.g. invoice): 
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If there are more documents in the search result as fit on one page, you can navigate via the page 

navigation on the right lower side between the current page and the following pages. 

 

 

PDF collective print for ORDERS per trading partner 

In the overview, you can generate a PDF export with the NTG layout by selecting the respective trading 

partner tab and ticking the desired orders. Via a filter selection, the display result can also be re-sorted 

accordingly. 
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Order view / OrderTracker 

By click on one of the listed orders you can open the order overview.  

In the upper right section of the page, you will find the options for the processing of the follow-up 

documents and the printing option. 

 

 

 

Print function: By a click on the printer symbol, the document currently 

displayed will be copied as *.pdf file, which you can 

download or print out directly. 

 

Generating an order 

confirmation: 

A click on this symbol opens the order confirmation for 

processing. 

 

Creating a dispatch advice: 

 

A click on this symbol opens the dispatch advice for 

processing. 

 

Creating an invoice: A click on this symbol opens a dialogue for selection of 

the dispatch advice for which the invoice is to be 

created. 

 

These four options are provided in all document types and all further pages within the order overview. 

With the help of the navigation menu, further information about „Order“, „Positions“, „All files“, „Status 

list“ and „Web-EDI“ are displayed. 

 

 

➢ Order: 

In the view „Order“ an overview on the order submitted by the trader will be displayed to you where you 

can see the selected order in detail with all information given and relevant to the order. 
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The view is subdivided into: 

The basic information 

 

Apart from the order date, the date of receipt, the order number, the desired delivery date, the free text, 

the comments for the supplier and the valuta date, the basic information sections also display the order 

amount, the number of items and the quantity. These mainly serve for the different verifying routines 

within the companies and enable the comparison between the order items within the order and the items 

on the delivery note and the invoice. 
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The address section 

There are several addresses provided: supplier, customer, billing, end customer, alternative delivery 

address, carrier and logistic service provider address. All addresses can be shown in detail on click to the 

address name. 

 

 

The item section 

 

 

The attachments 

 

The received orders will be provided for download here, immediately after the trader has sent them. You 

can download the orders received as EDIFACT file or as .csv file or XML file, depending on the traders’ 

format. 
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Example EDIFACT: 

UNA:+.? ' 

UNB+UNOC:2+XXXXXXX000008:14+XXXXXXX300008:14+140210:0852+247' 

UNH+1+ORDERS:D:96A:UN:EAN008' 

BGM+220+3301512265+9' 

DTM+137:20140207:102' 

DTM+63:20140222:102' 

DTM+64:20140216:102' 

FTX+ZZZ+1++FUER DIESEN AUFTRAG IST HERR … 

FTX+ZZZ+1++./.2% SKONTOLIEFERUNG …. Z:AHLBAR AM 19.12.+DE' 

NAD+SU+XXXXXXX300008::9++HASBRO EUROPEAN TRAD.B.V.' 

NAD+BY+XXXXXXX000008::9++TOYS R US GERMANY' 

CTA+PD+:BREUKER' 

NAD+DP+XXXXXXX033013::9++3301-TROSSINGEN+IM SANDBRUCH 13::78647 TROSSINGEN+++78647' 

CUX+2:EUR:9' 

PAT+22++29:3:D:60' 

PCD+12:2' 

LIN+1++5010994617486:EN' 

PIA+1+37290E2:SA' 

PIA+1+277193:BP' 

IMD+F++:::SW CW BASISFIGUREN SORTIERT' 

QTY+21:180:PCE' 

DTM+63:20140222:102' 

DTM+64:20140216:102' 

PRI+AAA:X.XX' 

UNS+S' 

UNT+24+1' 

UNZ+1+247' 

 
 

➢ Positions: 

In this area, the current state of all order items of a selected order are shown. Here, you can see at one 

glance which positions are confirmed, notified and invoiced in which quantities. Concerning several similar 

follow-up documents, e.g. several delivery notes, the cumulated quantity is displayed here. So you are 

always up-to-date concerning all items (follow-up documents created, quantities confirmed, quantities 

notified and quantities invoiced.) 
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The column „Status“ displays quick information on the processing status of the items. For each document, a 

status symbol is displayed.     

Grey: The position was not yet edited and the total quantity is still open. However, a grey marking also 

means that no follow-up documents have yet been created for this order, i.e. the order was not yet edited. 

A grey mark in the second position means, for example, that no quantities have yet been confirmed via the 

order confirmation. 

Green: The position is closed – no open quantities in the respective document. A green button at the third 

position means that all quantities were confirmed. 

Yellow: The quantity between ordered quantity and confirmed quantity (e.g. quantity confirmed, quantity 

notified or quantity invoiced) is different. There are still quantities to edit. A yellow button at the fourth 

position means that there are quantities which are not yet charged in an invoice. 

Red: Even though the order has already been edited, the item was not yet edited and for this reason, the 

total quantity is still open. A red button at the second position means, for example, that no quantities were 

yet confirmed via the order confirmation. A red button at the fourth position means that no invoice was 

created for a quantity.  

Please note: In all subsequent documents order items can be sorted according to GTIN, item no. Supplier 

and item no. 

 

➢ All files: 

Here, you receive an overview on all documents which have been created for this order (e.g. follow-up 

documents “order confirmation”, “delivery note”, “invoice”) or have arrived in addition to this order (e.g. 

order modification/ORDCHG or order modification (Web-EDI) 
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Documents created and sent, also in partial quantities concerning the order, are shown here with a green 

traffic-light symbol. Only documents saved with a yellow traffic light symbol. 

 

➢ Status list: 

In this section, you can have the individual activities displayed for each single document (creation, renewed 

editing, dispatch et cetera) as a history. 

 

 

➢ Web EDI: 

When creating all follow-up documents for an order, you automatically switch into the section “Web-EDI” 

in the menu navigation. During the complete creation of the order confirmations, delivery notes or invoices 

relevant to this order, you will be working in this section. 
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Creation of the follow-up documents 

Notes:  

• During the creation process, all subsequent documents can be saved temporarily at any time, even 

without filling in the mandatory fields. 

• Each document number must be unique. When sending a follow-on document, the system checks 

whether the document number has already been used once (does not apply to the semi-automatic 

process). 

 

Order confirmation: 

To create an order confirmation for an order, navigate to the order and afterwards, click on the arrow 

symbol . 

The order confirmation will be created and opened. The fields of the order confirmation will be pre-filled 

with the information from the order received. 

Enter the order confirmation number in the "Order confirmation: Header data" area. The "Order response 

date" field is automatically filled with the date on which the receipt was created. Check all information 

taken from the order (specified delivery dates, prices a.s.o.). 

In addition, you can enter a confirmed delivery date, which will be applied to all order items by checking 

the "Apply date for items" → "Save" box. By default, this field is pre-filled with the customer's desired 

delivery date. 
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You also have the option of entering free text in the header data. 

Please note:  

- The entry of free text to myToys in the follow-on documents, is limited to 60 characters at header 

and item level. 

- myToys only accepts order confirmations for the complete order. Confirming individual order items 

is not possible with this retailer 

 

 

In the address section „Order confirmation: Addresses“, you can see the address data transmitted by the 

trader for this order. 
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The section „Positions overview“ provides more clarity and reflects the present state of all order items.  

 

Here you can see at one glance which items and quantities were confirmed, advised and charged. 

In case of several similar follow-up documents, e.g. several dispatch notes, the cumulated quantity will 

always be shown here. Therefore, you will always see the current state of all items (follow-up documents 

created, quantities confirmed, quantities advised and quantities charged). 

The actual processing section for the items of the order confirmation is following. 
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Here you can change the quantities (space “confirmed quantity”), the prices (space “net price”) and the 

indication of the quantity of packing units in trading units (space “Amount packaging units in trading unit”) 

you like to confirm. You can also enter a free text per item. Please note that the transmission of free texts 

requires a manual intervention from the part of the recipient. 

Furthermore, you can make changes to the orders via the columns "Modification type" and "Reason for the 

modification". 

The following options are available under ”Modification type”: 

- „Without modification“: set by default 

- „Cancellation“: This cancels the position completely. The item will not be displayed in the delivery 

bill / invoice. 

- „Cancel the remaining quantity“: This allows you to confirm part of the ordered goods, and at the 

same time cancel part of the ordered goods. In delivery bill / invoice only the confirmed quantity 

will be continued. 

- „Increase quantity“: This is used if the trading partner has not observed the packaging unit. 

The "Reason for the modification " are already preselected to match the " Modification type". This means 

that the appropriate reasons are directly available for each change type. 

Additional notes on the “Reason for the modification”: 

- "Please reorder": Here you can enter a date from which the trading partner is to place a new order. 

For this, an additional column appears in the order confirmation. 

- "Packaging unit modified ": Here you have the option of transmitting the correct packaging unit. 

Accordingly, the trading partner can correct this. An additional column will also appear in the order 

confirmation for this purpose. 

Please note that these change types / reasons of quantity changes are not available for all trading partners. 

 

In case of price changes, you have the possibility to change prices directly when generating the order 

confirmation. Price changes in the order confirmation are automatically considered for the invoice. 
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In order to process one of the fields mentioned above, just click into the corresponding space. The space 

will be released and the value can be edited. In order to take over the value modified, please click on the 

next space or into the free space. 

 

 

To confirm partial quantities in the order confirmation, please use the scroll down arrow selection bar and 

select the position you would like to modify: 

 

For these, you can select the item quantity to be confirmed as well as the date via a menu, for which you 

want to confirm the delivery. 
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The changes are saved on click on the button . 

 

After all items are processed, you can save the order confirmation to process it later or you can send the 

order confirmation. 

You will find the buttons “save” and “send” on the upper part of the page under the buttons for the 

creation of the follow-up documents. 

 

If you have set a processing time for the WebEDI documents under Settings\Documents, you can process 

the order confirmation again within this timer and then send it again in corrected form. 

 

If you do not have confirmed all items and/or have confirmed partial quantities, it is possible to create 

further order confirmations. When it is possible to create further order confirmations, the symbol for order 

confirmations will be displayed in orange . 

If all items and quantities of one order are confirmed, the symbol changes to   and further processing 

of order confirmations is not possible anymore. 
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Since autumn 2022 you have the possibility to update sent order confirmations. To do this, open the order 

in the Order Tracker overview and click on "All documents" on the left-hand side. Then click on the tab with 

the order confirmation you want to edit. You will find a button "Update" on the right side. When you click 

on this button, the order confirmation will open with all the previously sent information. 

 

You now have the option to make changes. Please note here the influence on the subsequent documents: If 

you change quantities, you may have to create a new delivery note/invoice. Price changes can affect the 

new invoice, but not invoices that have already been created. If you now cancel previously confirmed items 

in the new version of the order confirmation, the item will also be closed if no follow-on documents have 

yet been created for it. 

When sending the new version of the order confirmation, the system checks for a unique document 

number. If necessary, use the suffix "-1", "-2" etc. or "-n" for "new". 
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Subsequently, the old version of the order confirmation appears with the marking "(backup)" and is grayed 

out. The new version of the order confirmation appears as known. 

 

Please note that in case all items have been cancelled, it is no longer possible to update the order 

confirmation. 

 

Print as PDF file 

By click on the print button the PDF file is created from the document presently displayed. The file contains 

for each item the information about GTIN, supplier article number and trader article number. 

Furthermore, the order amount confirmed as well as the item quantity and the added-up quantity will be 

displayed to enable the different verifying routines in the companies or rather enable the easy comparison 

of the order items ordered and the items in the order confirmation, the delivery note and the invoice. If 

only partial quantities are confirmed, only these partial quantities will be displayed on the PDF-file for 

comparison. 

 

Print myToys delivery note (myToys direct shipment only) 

After sending an order confirmation, with myToys direct orders you also have the option of saving or 

printing a delivery note in the myToys design. Please note that the "Print myToys delivery note" button can 

only be selected after the order confirmation has been sent. 

 

Collective print myToys delivery note 

For all myToys direct orders for which an order confirmation has already been sent, a collective delivery 

note in the myToys design can be created and saved / printed. To do this, select the “myToys.de GmbH” tab 

and select the “myToys delivery notes” button. Before selecting the desired delivery notes, you have the 
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possibility to filter the displayed list. Then tick the open delivery bills and press "Create". A PDF document is 

created which contains the selected delivery notes. 

 

 

 

Dispatch notification  

To create a dispatch notification, click on the symbol of the shopping trolley . 

The document for the dispatch notification is created and opened. The spaces of the dispatch notification 

will be filled out in advance with the information from the order received.  

Process in the section „Dispatch Notification: header data” the delivery note number and the date of 

dispatch. The "Delivery note date" field is automatically filled with the date on which the receipt was 

created. The date set in the order confirmation is automatically used for the "Delivery date" field. 

Afterwards, please check if all indications taken over from the order are correct. 

If known, enter the delivery note number in the space “transport document number”. If you have received 

a delivery number and delivery date from the trader for this delivery, please enter this information in the 

provided spaces, too. Don`t miss the „pieces in package“ information, if available. 
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As soon as you have sent the delivery note, in addition to the data taken over from the order, the newly 

added data for the delivery note are displayed in the section “Delivery note: basic information”. This also 

contains the added-up order amount, the quantity of items and the whole quantity for comparison with the 

order or for the most different internal verifying routines of the companies. If only partial quantities of the 

orders are sent, the added-up partial quantities of the order amount, the quantity of items and the quantity 

confirmed will be displayed on the delivery note for comparison. 

If collective delivery notes are created, these will be displayed with the added-up quantities of all included 

orders. 

In the section „Addresses“, you can see the address data sent by the trader for this order. 
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The section „Delivery note: Positions overview” serves for more clarity as also indicated for the order 

confirmation and shows the current status of all order items. At one glance, you can see here which items 

and quantities were confirmed, advised or charged. In the case of several similar follow-up documents, e.g. 

several dispatch notifications, the cumulated quantity is displayed here. Therefore, you always see a 

current state of all items (follow-up documents created, quantities confirmed, quantities advised and 

quantities charged). 

 

The actual processing section for the items of the dispatch advice is following. 

 

Here, you can modify the quantities (space “delivery quantity”), the batch numbers (space “batch 

number”), the indication of the quantity of packaging units in trading units (space “Qty. packing unit in 

trading unit) as well as the quantity in higher containers (space “Qty. in higher containers) you want to 

confirm. It is also possible to process one free text per item. Please note that the transmission of free texts 

requires a manual intervention from the part of the recipient. 

In order to process one of the above-mentioned spaces, just click into the respective space. The space will 

be released and the values can be edited now. 

 

After having finished the processing of all items you can send the dispatch notification or save it for later 

processing. If you send the document, it is automatically saved. 
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The buttons „save“ and „send“ are situated in the upper section of the page, under the buttons for the 

creation of follow-up documents. 

 

If you have set a processing time for the WebEDI documents under Settings\Documents, you can process 

the order confirmation again within this timer and then send it again in corrected form. 

 

If you have not advised all items and/or partial quantities, you can create further dispatch notifications. The 

symbol for the creation of the dispatch note is displayed in orange when further dispatch notifications can 

be created . 

If all items and quantities of an order are advised, the symbol changes into green  and no further 

dispatch notifications can be created anymore. 

The sending of the dispatch notification will be confirmed by the following message. 

 

 

Print as PDF file 

On click to the print button, the PDF file is created for saving and/or printing. The files contain for each item 

the information about GTIN, supplier article number and trader article number. 

Furthermore, the summary of the order amount, the quantity of positions and the quantity is displayed in 

order to enable the different verifying routines in the companies or the easy comparison of the ordered 

order positions and the positions in the order confirmation, the delivery note and the invoice. If only partial 

quantities are stated in the delivery note, these will be stated on the PDF file for comparison. If collective 

delivery notes are created, the added-up quantities will be displayed on the PDF file. 
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Collective Delivery Notes 

Collective delivery notes can be created after the selection of a trader in the OrderTracker. To start with the 

processing click the button “Collective Delivery Ad.”. 

 

A special application opens, in which you can either search via the order number for the orders for which 

you want to create a collective delivery note or in which you can have all orders displayed for which a 

delivery note has not yet been created. 
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You select the order numbers for which you want to create the collective delivery note and click on 

“Create”. 

 

During the search via the order numbers, you can continue to work on a temporarily created list through 

complementing a pre-chosen selection with a search for another order number. 

In order to do so, click on “Add”, in order to temporarily save the orders from the first selection and then 

insert a new order number completely or partially. By clicking on “Search” and the selection of the order 

desired you can add the order from the selection you made beforehand. 
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You can continue editing the collective delivery notes analog to the single delivery notes. 

 

Via the red button “Send” on the upper right side you complete the collective delivery note. (Alternatively, 

you can save the document). 

The collective delivery notes created can be found in each order in the section “Order: all documents”. As 

soon as these were sent, they will also be displayed in green in the overview as “status follow-up 

document”. 
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Depending on via which order you open up the collective delivery note, the order number of the order 

opened up is displayed in green. The other orders included in the collective delivery note are marked in red. 

On click to the red order numbers you can switch directly into these orders. 

 

 
 
Invoice 

In order to generate an invoice, click on the bank note  symbol.  

If you use the time-delayed sending function for documents (time control in Settings \ Documents), please 

consider that an invoice can`t be created until the delivery note has actually been sent. 
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When the delivery note has been sent already, all created and sent delivery notes for which an invoice can 

be created are displayed on the next page. By a click on the calculator symbol, you select the delivery note 

for which you want to create the corresponding invoice. 

 

The invoice document will be created and opened. The invoice fields will be filled out in advance with the 

information from the order received and prior documents (order confirmation, delivery note). 

Enter in the section „Invoice: header data” the invoice number and check afterwards if the information 

taken over from the prior documents is correct. The "Invoice date" field is automatically filled with the date 

on which the receipt was created. 

This includes the invoice conditions and payment agreements valid for the whole invoice. 

 

The VAT rate fixed for the invoice will also be taken over from the order if a VAT rate is displayed there. 
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If no tax rate is available in the order, the default tax rate from the NTG BackOffice is automatically used. 

(Please get in contact with the NTG team to cross check your default settings if necessary.) 

If the invoice should contain the deviating VAT rate from the “Default VAT rate” setting from the supplier in 

the BackOffice instead of the VAT rate from the order, you tick “ignore position VAT” and the value filled 

out in advance will be replaced.  
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To create your invoice, you can choose between two calculation methods by selecting or not selecting the 

option "Cascade surcharge / discount calculation". By default, this option is not selected. By doing so, the 

surcharges and discounts that you assign all relate to the total net price. 
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If you tick “Cascade surcharge / discount calculation”, the surcharges and discounts you set up build up on 

each other. This means that the first condition relates to the total net price and the second to the newly 

calculated, discounted price.  

Here is an example calculation: Let's take a total cost of 1.000 € and a discount of 3% and a further discount 

of 2% to calculate a cascaded invoice. Then the calculation in the portal looks like this: 

Total cost:    1.000,00€ 

Discount 3%  30,00€     970,00€ 

Discount 2%  19,40€     950,60€ 

 

As soon as you have sent the invoice, the data newly added to the invoice will be displayed in the section 

“Invoice: basic information, apart from the data taken over from the order, as well as the accumulated 

order total, the number of items and the total quantity for comparison with the order or for the most 

different internal verifying routines within the companies. 

 If only partial quantities of the order are invoiced, then the accumulated partial quantities of the order 

amount, the number of items and the calculated quantity are shown on the invoice for comparison. If 

collective invoices are created, then the accumulated quantities of all included orders are displayed. 
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In the section „ Addresses”, you can see the address data sent by the trader for this order. 

 

 

The section „Invoice: Positions overview” serves, like in the order confirmation and the dispatch 

notification, for more clarity and reflects the current state of all order items. Here, you can see at one 

glance which items and quantities were confirmed, advised and charged. In the case of several similar 

follow-up documents, e.g. several dispatch notifications, the cumulated quantity is always displayed here. 

Therefore, you always have a current state of all items (follow-up documents created, quantities confirmed, 

quantities advised and quantities charged). 
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The next section is about editing the invoice items. In the section “Invoice: Positions”, discounts and 

surcharges as well as different VAT rates can be inserted on the position level and prices can be modified 

there. 

 

 

To edit prices and VAT rates, click into the corresponding space. The space will be released and the value 

can be edited afterwards. 

 

 

At the same time, VAT rates can be adapted on the position level. 
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To insert the surcharges and deductions at position level please use the options menu and select the 

position you would like to edit. 

 

 

For the items you can choose surcharge or deduction as absolute value or percent value, the type of 

surcharge or deduction and you have the possibility to add a free text.  

 

 

The changes are displayed if you click on the button . 
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By checking the "For all positions" box, you can set the surcharge or discount on all positions with one click. 

 

 

In the section „Invoice: Sum“, you can select discounts and surcharges in percent or absolute for the whole 

invoice, indicate a discount or surcharge type and state a text.  

The changes are displayed by click on the icon . 
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After completion of processing all items, you can send the invoice or save it for further processing. The 

sending of a document automatically includes the saving of the document. 

You can find the buttons „save“ and „send“ in the upper and lower section of the page. 

 

If you have set a processing time for the WebEDI documents under Settings\Documents, you can process 

the order confirmation again within this timer and then send it again in corrected form. 

Please note that follow-up documents cannot be modified, corrected or newly created once they were 

sent. Use the button “save” if you have not yet completed the processing of the document or if you want to 

continue later. 

 

If you have not yet charged all items and/or charged partial quantities, it is possible to create further 

invoices. In this case, the symbol for the creation of the invoices is displayed in orange. 

If all items and quantities are charged, the symbol changes to green and no more invoices can be created. 

Close the processing of the invoice with a click on the button “send”. 
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Print as PDF file 

By click on the printer symbol, a PDF file is created from the document presently displayed which you can 

save or print out directly. The PDF file contains the GTIN for each item as well as the item number of the 

supplier and the trader. 

Furthermore, in the PDF file, the summary of the order amount, the number of items and the quantity will 

be displayed in order to enable the different verifying routines in the companies or the easy comparison of 

order items and the items in the order confirmation, the delivery note and the invoice. If only partial 

quantities are charged, then only these will be displayed on the PDF file for comparison. If a collective 

invoice has been created the summaries e.g. for all quantities are shown. 

 

Collective Invoice 

Collective invoices can be created after the trader was selected in the OrderTracker menu. After the 

selection you can choose the order for which a collective delivery note is available and the traffic light 

symbol for the invoice has not yet changed into green. 

 

The order overview opens up and you select the option “create invoice”, just as if you would like to create a 

normal invoice for an order. 
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You will be guided to the selection of the existing delivery notes for the order. For the creation of a 

collective invoice it is important to select a delivery note which has the status “yes” in the column 

“collective delivery note”. 

 

After choosing the collective delivery note the collective invoice can be edited like a single invoice. 

 

You enter the header data and check out the information pre-processed in the invoice. In the section 

“Invoice: Positions” surcharges and deductions can be determined for all POs in the collective document. 
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In the section “Invoice: Sum” you can edit the surcharges and deductions in percent or absolute for the 

individual delivery notes, as well as indicate the type of surcharge or deduction. 

 

If the surcharges or discounts are identical for the whole collective invoice, the conditions do not have to 

be inserted manually one by one, but can be taken over from one order for all the others via the checkbox 

“take over for all”. 

 

Special section: direct shipment / drop shipment orders 

General 

Presently, direct shipment orders are submitted by the retailers myToys and VEDES to suppliers via NTG. 

For direct shipment orders by VEDES, the same process applies as for stock orders (see chapter 

“OrderTracker”). For myToys, this includes the creation of return reports, apart from the order 

confirmation and the delivery note.  The settlement is effected via the credit note procedure. 

To receive direct shipment orders, the supplier profile has to be adjusted by the NTG support beforehand. 

Please contact us so that we can create the corresponding settings. 

 

OrderTracker 

In the OrderTracker, the direct shipment and inventory shipment orders are identified in the column 

“Type”. 

          Direct shipment order 

         Inventory shipment order 
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The states of the follow-up documents are identified with traffic lights symbols 

- Inventory shipment orders = generally 4 buttons 

- Direct shipment orders for VEDES = 4 buttons 

- Direct shipment orders for myToys = 3 buttons, since the creation of the invoice via the portal is 

omitted 

The colors of the traffic lights symbols have the same meaning as for the inventory shipment orders (see 

chapter “OrderTracker” 

 

OrderTracker overview 

Suppliers who have registered for the direct shipment (presently only myToys and VEDES), can see in the 

column “Type” if an order is a warehouse or direct shipment order. 

 

Suppliers who are active for VEDES concerning the direct shipment / drop shipment, will find all relevant 

information in the chapter “OrderTracker”. 

For suppliers who are active for myToys concerning the direct shipment / drop shipment, the special 

features are explained in the following in the menu section OrderTracker. 

Download ORDERS (myToys and VEDES) 

In the “OrderTracker” menu, direct shipment orders (marked with the truck symbol) can be downloaded 

individually or collectively. (The download function is only available in the "Overview" tab). 

You can first pre-filter orders according to the type of warehouse or direct shipment and then tick the "CSV 

export" column for the desired orders. The button "Export CSV - myToys" or "Export CSV - VEDES" is 

activated, the number of selected orders is shown in brackets. 
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Select the top box to mark all orders on this (!) page for export with one click.  

 

You have the option to open or save the file (s). 

There are several order numbers in a download file, if several orders are downloaded at the same time. 

You can download direct shipment orders as often as you like. 

If you select the language "English" before the CSV export, the file will be output with an English header. 

 

Special Features for myToys 

Detailed view traffic lights symbols 

 

 

Print view 

Like for the stock shipment orders, a PDF file can be created for each document which can then be 

downloaded. 
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Orders (without symbol above) 

The final customer address will be transferred to the segment “delivery address” for myToys direct 

shipment orders. There is a firm delivery GLN for the direct delivery which is identical for all DV orders. The 

plain text address is different. 

Freight costs will be sent per order item. 

 

Creation of an order confirmation 

The creation of the order confirmation differs from the standard process in the following three points: 

• When cancelling an order item, a reason for the cancellation must be indicated (see screenshot) 

• If the quantity changes, the freight costs must be corrected accordingly, as myToys transmits the 

cumulative amount. 

• In the case of freight costs, it should be noted that these may only be corrected downwards. 

• The price can also only be corrected downwards. 

 

 

Print the delivery note in the myToys layout based on the order confirmation 

After sending an order confirmation, with myToys direct orders you also have the option of saving or 

printing a delivery note in the myToys layout. Please note that the "Print myToys delivery note" button can 

only be selected after the order confirmation has been sent. 
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Creation of a delivery note 

When creating a delivery note, a TrackingID, a ReturnID as well as the indication of the forwarder will be 

needed in addition to the usual entries in the header and item data. These are to be inserted per order 

item. 

If there are several TrackingIDS and/or ReturnIDs for one item, several indications are possible per item. 

The information can be seen on the order you are placing with the forwarder. 

 

 

First of all, please select your forwarder from the dropdown list. 

 

Depending on which forwarder you select, the entry of the TrackingIDs and ReturnIDs with the 

corresponding rules of the forwarding company will be validated. Faulty insertions (e.g. you forgot a 

number) will cause a corresponding error message when saving or sending the document (see screenshot) 

 

After the correction of the entry, the delivery note can be saved and/or sent. 
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If you have several order items, you have the option of using both, the tracking ID and the return tracking 

ID, for all items. To do this, tick “Apply to all positions” before saving the entry. 

 

Special case: Set carrier by default - myToys only 

Please contact our support team to have a specific, preferred, carrier set by default in your supplier profile. 

 

Special case: Transporter „Forwarder“ 

If the product sent by you is an item which will be supplied to the final customer by a forwarder, the 

indication of the TrackingID and the ReturnID is obsolete. 

For this reason, you can save or send the delivery note without these indications. 

As soon as a delivery note was sent, myToys creates a credit note on the order amount (you will find all 

credit notes in the tab “direct delivery”). 

 

Creation of a returns report 

If the final customer returned the goods to you, you have to create a returns report. For this purpose, a 

corresponding delivery note must have been generated via the NTG portal before. 

To do so, please proceed as follows: 

Search and open the relevant order by the purchase order or sales order number under the tab “myToys.de 

GmbH” or in the “Archive by order no. buyer” and click on the button “Return”. 

 

Select the delivery note for which the return notification should be created. 

Enter the number of the return report, the date of the return report and the date of the report into the 

header data. The report date is the date, on which you have received the item returned from the final 

customer. 

Under “Return: items” please select the item (s) returned; if necessary, adjust the quantity (if not all 

products from this order item were returned) and select the reason for the return. 
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Select „Save“ in order to edit the document later or click on “Send” to complete the process. 

myToys will then arrange for the submission of the corresponding debit note to your company (you will find 

all debit notes in the tab “direct delivery”.) 
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Trader 
 

Under the menu item „Buyer“ on the left site navigation you administrate the business relations with the 

traders. This menu item displays released, applied and blocked relationships. 

If a trader applies for the release, it is necessary that you process that request promptly. After a period of 5 

days without an activity, the trader will be released automatically. However, you can cancel the release  any 

time. 

 

An existing relationship with a trader is processed in the detailed view. In order to do so, please click on the 

list entry of the corresponding company. The following view opens: 

 

 

In the tab “Administrate traders: releases” you can administrate the relationship status, i.e. you can assign 

releases to assortments as well as assign a general release or blocks to the trader. For blocking you need a 

blocking indicator. Please insert this into the space provided for it. This text will be sent to the partner via e-

mail. 
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User 
 

Under the menu item „user“, you can find the company administrator preset by NTG for you. In this item, 

you can modify existing user profiles but also add further users up to the requirements of your company. 

To modify an existing user profile, click on the corresponding entry in the user list. 

In the subset “User: General” you see the assigned username (as a rule the e-mail address) and general 

information on the user. You also have the possibility to deposit a password for your employees.  

Saved user accounts can be adjusted at any time again. Only the email address, which also serves as 

username and is relevant for the login, cannot be modified. 

 

 

In the tab „User: Access authorization” you can administrate the rights of the user. Here, you can 

determine for which sections the user is to be released. It is possible to issue the following authorizations: 
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MyNTG:  allows the user to login into the NTG platform 

Order Tracker: enables access to the orders 

WEB-EDI entitlement:  allows to create the follow up documents for order files 

Show prices: controls the display of the price information 

Edit prices: enables the processing of prices and the upload of price data 

Edit products: enables the creation and the processing of item data as well as the 

possibility to include data supplies into the system by upload 

Company admin: enables the creation of further users, the administration of users and the 

modification of company data 

 

 

In the tab „User: Change password” the user or the company admin is able to change the login password.  

With the function "User: Delete user” the company admin can delete the full user profile. 

Please note: The logged in user cannot be deleted. 
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Settings 
 

In the menu point „Settings“ the company data, the additional contacts for your traders, the settings for 

sending documents as well as the article print templates can be administrated. 

Company data 

In the tab "company data" you can deposit your general company-related data. 

 

 

Under “Company Data” you have the additional option to select if images of the image category “NTG-P-

161 unpacked item” or “NTG-P-169 front view/planogram view/2D” are to be displayed in the article image 

preview. 
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Additional contacts for traders 

In the tab "Additional contacts for traders" you can deposit important information for your business 

partners for the communication. For good communication you can indicate contact partners from different 

departments such as purchasing, IT or customer service. This allows your retailers to find the right contact 

person for all matters, without having to call a central telephone number and without unnecessary loss of 

time. 

 

 

Documents 

In the tab "Documents" you can set a timer for sending your follow-up documents. For example, if you set 

the slider up to 20 minutes, your order confirmations, delivery notes and invoices will not be sent until the 

specified time passed by and within this specified time schedule, they can be edited again like saved 

documents. The time set always refers to all follow-up documents. The time range is limited to two hours. 
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Article print templates 

The print templates for articles allow you to set default settings for printing a PDF document. In the article 

overview, you can use the "PDF Print" button to generate a data sheet for one, several or all articles in an 

assortment. 

If you don`t define a template, the NTG portal provides you with a default template, which automatically 

prints all article attributes (NTG-P-001 to NTG-P-XXX). 

In the overview of the menu you can see the print templates already created. You can create a new 

template via the button . 

When you create a new template, you can name the template, add free text and select the fields in the list 

you like to print. 

 

The following spaces are always printed via the default settings: 

- NTG-P-002 Supplier name 

- NTG-P-007 EAN/GTIN/UPC number 

- NTG-P-013 Article number supplier 

- NTG-P-015 Article description 

- NTG-P-161 picture name: single picture (EBD) 
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In the article overview, you can then use the defined print templates, for example, to generate product 

data sheets or advertising flyers. 

First, select an assortment to activate the "PDF Print" button. 

 

You can tick individual articles in the overview before you click on the button to start the PDF print only for 

these articles. 

If you click on “PDF print”, you can either select if you only want to print the selected articles or the whole 

range. 

 

Additionally, you can select the template - one of your saved print templates or if you have not deposited 

any, you can select the default template. By doing so, all attributes (NTG-P-001 to NTG-P-290) will be 

printed per article. 
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Articles [article data] 
 

Administrate article data 

Under the menu point „product“, you can administrate your item data. If you have already imported or 

manually entered item data content into the NTG portal, these articles will be displayed when you call up 

the page “article”. 

 

In this overview, you can see the items of the selected range already entered. In the list box „All 

assortments“, you can select an assortment. Via the spaces EAN, item number, producer, item description, 

image name it is possible to search for an item. You are looking for several items? Just enter the desired 

EAN or item numbers into the search space one after the other (without using a comma), in order to open 

the corresponding item list.  

In addition, a filter function is stored for the fields article mode, change date, EAN, article number supplier, 

article description and images without image names, which allows the selected articles to be sorted 

according to specified criteria. In addition, there is a filter function deposited for the spaces range, EAN, 

article number producer, article description and modification date which enables you to sort the selected 

articles according to given criteria. Select the image type you prefer for the item preview in the tab 

“Settings” under “Company Data”. 

By clicking the button  (assortment info) you can see a short overview on the 

“processing status” of the assortment selected. 
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With the button  the following functions can be called up: 

- “New article”: articles can be added manually 

- “Import article: articles can be imported 

- “Display article import”: articles consisting of several components can be imported 

- Article Import: Media”: several media data of the same image type can be imported via csv or excel 

file. 

- “Delete contents”:  

- “Delete article”: whole articles can be removed from the range 

The article overview contains the following additional functions: 

- “Master Data Service” is a function which enables you to fill in your article data (total data range or 

article selection) into released trader templates automatically. 

- "Manual exports" enables you to export your article data manually: as a CSV reimport file and in 

the BuschDATA and BuschDATA2 formats. You can then download the export file in the history in 

the "Downloads" area. 

- “Export Display product”: All articles which you have imported into the system under "Display 

Article Import" can be downloaded again as a CSV file. 

- “PDF print”: you can have your article data be filled into premade templates in PDF format, e.g. for 

marketing purposes. 

- “Quality check”: the verification results of your data can be seen. 

- “History”: the overview of your imports can be seen here, as well as the possible download files in 

different formats 

- "Dead Links" checks whether media have been specified for your article data which are not 

available, unlinked media have been made available in the portal or which articles do not contain a 

reference to a media file and deletes them if necessary. 

- “Watch list” is a function to upload an article list for the export per Master Data Service. 

 

If there are more search results available as fit to one page you can skip with the navigation bar to all 

pages: 
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If there are more articles available in the search results as fit on one page, you can navigate via the page 

navigation on the upper page and on the right lower page between the present page and the follow-up 

pages: 

 

 

One click on the search result opens up the item for processing.  

 

You see the first tab producer/supplier with the fields GLN producer and name of the producer. 

You can obtain information on the spaces, the definitions of mandatory and optional spaces as well as field 

examples from the Data Dictionary Master Data, which is retrievable in the respective new version in the 

download section of the NTG homepage (https://www.network-toys.de/downloads/index.php → Item 

Data → General documentations). 

 

Please fill out the data spaces if possible and under consideration of the mandatory fields and the bilateral 

agreements between you and your customer. 

Articles can generally show four different modes. An article can generally be set to "new", "changed", "to 

be deleted" or "deactivated". This is done in the tab „Basic Info“. 

https://www.network-toys.de/downloads/index.php
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You can save the data entered any time via the button “save” on the upper right side. 

 

If several articles must be processed in a row, you can get to the next article via the button “next article” 

and can edit it directly. 

Please note:  

- The item status "Invisible" and "To be deleted" are only actively changed by filling in the NTG-P-210 

field and are not automatically overwritten when an item is updated. 

- The article mode "new" is automatically set to "unchanged" after 14 days. 

 

New article (create manually) 

If you have not yet deposited item data, you have the possibility to import data or to add them manually 

here. 

 

To add an article manually please use the button “new product”  in the item overview page. 

Afterwards, please fill in the fields displayed and click the button „ Next >” to insert additional basic 

information „Producer name“ and „Product description 1”. 
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To continue please click „Edit Product >”. You have the possibility to add additional information (logistic 

data, technical data, images a.s.o.). Use the button “Save” to finish the article loading.  

 
 
 
 
Special Feature in the tab “internet/catalogue” 
 
To check the media uploaded into an item, you can have a larger image preview displayed under “item” in 
the tab “internet/catalogue” 
 

Please click on the button    under “image (preview). 

By click on the button  “image (open externally)” you can open the image within a new browser 
tab. 
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!!! IMPORTANT !!! 
 
Please note that the article data from the retailers can only be used or taken over, if, apart from the 
minimum details, further important information (logistic data, characteristics, technical attributes, 
images) is inserted by you. Without these indications, your article data cannot automatically be taken 
over by the retailers. 
 
 

Import of item data 

In order to import item data, please use the file “Upload Template Article Data (without field formatting)” 

which can be found in the NTG download section https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/ → Item 

Data → Documentations for importing item data. 

Please note: Alternatively, under the same path, you can also use the file "Upload Template Article Data 

(grouped, sorted by basic quality requirement) " to import the article data. 

Please note that your excel file or CSV file is always formatted as text, in order to ensure a reliable import. 

Your article data should be inserted directly on the first excel sheet, since links to other files or tables will 

not be imported. Please also pay attention not to insert articles twice into the template. 

 

You have two possibilities to import the item content: 

• Complete item import 

• Single columns for import 

 

Item Import - Complete item import 

Fill out all the spaces available in this template concerning the individual items. Please pay attention to the 

format setting in line 3 and the indication concerning mandatory and optional fields in line 2. You will find 

the description of the field in line 1. This description corresponds to the Data Dictionary in the fields on the 

document PRICAT and the display of the imported fields in the system. 

In the file “Product data code lists”, you will find the necessary indications for e.g. countries, dangerous 

goods key, currencies… 

After filling out the spaces, save the file in format .csv or .xls and log in the file locally with a name 

conclusive to you. 

If you have an importable item data file, click on the button „Import product” behind “Import/Delete”. 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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Afterwards the page for the item data import will be displayed to you. 

 

Part 1 - Upload file: 

Click the button „Select CSV file” if you like to import a csv-file or click the button „Choose Excel file” to 

select an xls-file to be imported for the upload. 

 

 

Part 2 - Validation: 

After selecting the file which should be imported, the file name and the import options are displayed. 

Through the selection box „ranges available“, you select the range into which you want to import the item 

data. Please note that an empty standard range will be created into which you can import your item data. 

Should you need further ranges, please contact the NTG support. 

With the selection box „Select country” and „Select language” you define the language of your item 

content (e.g. Swiss/German or Switzerland/French etc.). 

If the article data are not displayed correctly in the preview, if, for example, vowel mutations or special 

characters are displayed incorrectly, you can influence or correct the indication by means of the selection 

box “Encoding” and selection of the right codes. You will also be alerted via an error message if the selected 

encoding differs from the encoding of your file. 

Finally you have to choose how you would like to import the data. There are two possibilities: 
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• Update: the item data already existing in the system will be updated, i.e. additional information is 

taken over from the file to be imported and item data not yet existing will be newly entered. 

• Initial: the data already existing in the system will be deleted and the item data from the file to be 

imported are imported. In this case, you have to activate the checkbox “Delete all items of the 

range:” before you start importing. 

Afterwards, you can start the validation/verification of the item data by a click on the button “Verify”. 

 

Then the verification of the data is following. The bar and the value in percent show you the progress of the 

verification. 

If errors are found during the validation, these will be displayed in a table with the following indications: 

• incorrect line or column 

• column description 

• type of error 

• value column (if existing) 

• description of error 
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Part 3 - Import: 

After the validation is completed, you will be shown which articles may still contain errors. You can 

download them with the button "Download file with erroneous articles". 

 

By clicking on the "Import/update correct articles" button you will start the import of the error-free article 

data. 

After importing your articles successfully, an information window opens so that you can immediately check 

the quality of your article data. 

  
 

With a click on “Check quality” you will be led directly to the page of the quality evaluation. If you want to 

skip that step, click on “Close”. 
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!!! IMPORTANT !!! 

 

Please save the item data file in format *.csv or *.xls and in character set UTF-8. If the mutated 

vowels are not displayed correctly after the import, please check if UTF-8 was used as character 

set when saving the file. 

Don`t use any formatting for excel files. All cells must be defined as “text” style! 

Please delete the lines 1, 2 and 3 before the import. 

 

 

Item import – Single columns for import 

If you update article data, you might possibly only want to update certain details or make additions to the 

existing article information. You have the possibility to import individual columns so that, in these cases, 

you do not have to always fill out or import the whole template file. 

If you like to import individual columns, you have to pay attention to the following points: 

• The first line of the import item file contains the technical headline (NTG-P-…) 

• Make sure the following columns are always included as first column: NTG-P-007 (EAN/GTIN/UPC 

Number) 

• Finally, you can add further information, which you like to add to the articles via the individual 

column export, in variable order.  

After filling the content into the columns, save the file as .csv or .xls at your local computer with a name 

conclusive to you.  

If you have an importable article data file, click on the button “import article”, then select the file to be 

imported and proceed as described in “article data import – complete import” above. 

 

Import of display articles 

With this function you can add several components to an article. An example for such an article would be 

an assembly kit for a Lego castle. The components for this castle would be the Lego bricks and possible 

ready-made parts, toy figures, et cetera.  

The creation of such an article can be done via the article import already mentioned via a .csv or xls. file or 

manually under the respective article in the basic information within the menu component display articles. 

The columns to be filled in at the import of a file are NTG-D-001 and NTG-D-002. The first column indicates 

which article is the main article to which the proceeding relates and in the second column, you indicate the 

articles which are the components. You´ll find a template file “Uploadvorlage Display-Import” in the 

download section of our homepage https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/ → Item Data → 

Documentations for importing item data. Please note that also in this file template, all fields must be 

formatted as text and the articles which are used in the columns NTD-D-001 and NTG-D-002 were already 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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created via the function “import articles”. Additionally, the field NTG-D-003 is provided which indicates the 

quantity of one component of the main article. 

In order not to influence the quality evaluation of the articles via the display article import, this is 

necessary. 

When uploading, you have the choice of adding or overwriting information on existing articles. 

 

Articles that have already been transferred with the "Delete" status will not be added or overwritten. 

In the case of display articles, article contents can be transmitted via the display import in the NTG-P-030 

field. 

After the successful import you find the display information in the tab” Basic info” within the menu 

components display articles. 
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Delete contents 

You can also delete individual contents, e.g. the article description within your article. In order to do so you 

only need a file in the format .csv or .xls and the upload follows the principle of the article data import. The 

spaces which are to be deleted, will be filled with a big or small “x”. Empty spaces will not be changed at 

the import of the file and keep their value. After successful integration of your file, the modifications in the 

article editor will be imported and the article mode changes to “modified”. 

 

Delete articles 

With this button you can remove whole articles from your range. Select the file which contains the article 

to be deleted and check it. Afterwards, you can remove the articles from the range via the button “delete”. 

The articles deleted will not appear in the article editor anymore and since they are not listed anymore, the 

mode does not change. 

 

 

Article data-Delta-Modification export 

As soon as new articles are added to an assortment or existing articles are updated, you will receive an 

article-Delta-Modification export by e-mail. This contains a link in which you can see all modifications and 

updates effected in a clear display. 

 

NTG MasterDataService (MDS) 
 
With the NTG MasterDataService you have the possibility to have your article data filled in automatically 
into special trader templates such as into the template of Amazon, babymarkt.de, et cetera. 
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If this function has already been activated for you, you will find a button “MasterDataService” in your 
article overview. 
As soon as you have selected a range, the button “MasterDataService” will be activated. You can only fill in 
one article of a range into a template at a time. 
 

 
 
If you want to just use only a few articles from the range, please select them accordingly before you 
activate the button. 
 

 
 
Afterwards, you can select via the button if you want to use all articles of the range or just a selection of 
articles. Additionally, you can select the desired template. 
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If you cannot select the desired template in “Trader/Formats”, please contact the colleagues at NTG 
Network Toys GmbH in Osnabrück (note support information on the last page of the manual). 
 
If you click on “Export” now, the message appears that you find your desired template in a few minutes in 
the section “History”. 
 

 
 
 
The target tab of your requested file depends on which template file you have selected and can be found 
under “Article/History”. 
 

 
 
 
The first six tabs are your standard tabs in the NTG portal and include your imported and exported files 
depending on the file format. Starting from the seventh tab, you find the special trader formats which were 
filled with your article data via the Master Data Service. 
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Manual export 
 
Here you can output different formats for the assortments or articles you want. Select an assortment in the 
article overview to activate the button. The formats, available by default, are: 

- CSV Reimport file 
- BuschData 
- BuschData2 

 

 
 
After selecting the format and the articles (All articles of the assortment or Selected) click the "Export" 
button. Within a few minutes you will find the file in the history under the Downloads tab. 
 
 
 
Export Display product 
 
Select an assortment in the article overview to activate the button. All articles, which you have loaded into 
the system under "Display product import", can be downloaded again as CSV file. You can download all 
products of an assortment or only selected articles. 
 

 
 
The file contains the following fields: 

- NTG-D-001 Display-GTIN 

- NTG-D-002 Single-GTIN 

- NTG-D-003 Number of single GTIN in the display 
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PDF Print 
 
In the article overview, please select an assortment first to activate the button "PDF Print". Afterwards you 
can mark the articles for which you want to generate the desired PDF and click the button. 
 

 
Then you are offered to create either a document for all articles in the assortment or only for the selected 
ones. To do so, you select the appropriate template, which is offered by the system or you choose a personal 
one you have created in your settings in the menu item "Article print templates ". 
 

Quality check 
 

---------- Note for our longtime suppliers ---------- 

With the update to the NTG platform at the end of September 2022, the quality evaluation will change. 
With the new version of the article data validation within the quality evaluation, we are ensuring greater 
transparency in the validation of the article data. The NTG attribute group key, which we already introduced 
at the end of 2020, serves as the basis for this. The validation criteria continue to result from the quality 
settings of the connected trading partners. 

In addition to the innovation of article data validation, the export process has also been revised. This means 
that all successfully validated articles are exported to the trading partners and incomplete, unsuccessfully 
validated articles are withheld. The advantage from this new process is that an incompletely maintained 
article no longer prevents the entire export. 
 
What requirements must your product data meet for successful validation? 

1. Your item data must be imported into the NTG portal in a technically correct manner. 
2. Each article created must be assigned to an attribute group key (NTG-P-312). 
3. All mandatory fields defined by the connected trading partners must be filled in completely. 

 
What will change for you? 
The biggest change you will experience is in the "Quality check" area. In adapting the validation, we have 
rebuilt the quality evaluation to make it clearer and more user-friendly. 
We have also optimized the error report in that it is now a fully editable and importable file, meaning that 
you can quickly and easily enter your additions directly in this error report and upload them to the NTG 
portal. 
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You can see directly whether your articles are exportable or not by the newly introduced validation traffic 
light. This is located directly on your articles or in the "Quality check" tab. 

     
 
 
Quick guide to the future way of working 

1. Use the NTG Attribute Group Key file to find the appropriate attribute group key for your articles. 
2. Enter the NTG attribute group keys in the template Upload Template Article Data (grouped) under 

NTG-P-312. 
3. Import the data via the known way.  
4. Use the "Quality evaluation" under the "Articles" menu item to check whether your article data 

corresponds to the validations of the trading partners. 
5. If any data is missing, use the "Error log" to complete the article data. 6. 
6. Then go back to the quality evaluation to validate the article data again. 

https://www.network-toys.de/downloads/2022/Artikeldaten/allgemeine_Dokumentationen/20220615_NTG_Attribute_Group_Key_english_FINAL.xlsx
https://www.network-toys.de/downloads/2022/Artikeldaten/Dokumentationen_zum_Import_von_Artikeldaten/20220811-English-NTG-template-article-data-import_grouped.xlsx
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For queries and support, please contact your NTG article data team (see page 110) 
 

---------- Notes end ---------- 

 

Under the button "Quality check" you can check the quality of your article data provided in the NTG portal 

against the requirements of the NTG trading partners. 

 
 
The columns contain the following information: 
 
Errors existing 
The validation traffic light shows you if your items are exportable or not. Also, there are only two colors:  

- red = not exportable 
- green = exportable 

 
Check quality 
Please press this button after each import to trigger the validation directly and thus receive an up-to-date 
overview.  
 

 
 
If you do not press this button, you will automatically receive an evaluation overnight to the e-mail 
addresses stored for the audit report. 
The e-mail addresses can be stored by the Company Admin created in the NTG portal in the menu item 
"Settings". 
 
Check date 
Date of the last validation including time. 
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Assortment 
Indicates which assortments are validated. 
 
Aggregated 
You have the option to summarize the validation view per assortment (Yes) or to switch to the detailed 
view per assortment, per trading partner (No). 
 
Buyer GLN 
GLN of the dealer to whom you have given access to the assortment. 
 
Buyer 
Name of the retailer to whom you have given access to the assortment. 
 
Number of articles per assortment 
Shows how many items are in the respective assortment. 
 
Validation (yes / no) 
Describes how many items in the assortment have maintained a valid NTG attribute group key. 
 
Articles exportable (yes / no) 
Contains the information about how many of your items are exportable or non-exportable. 
 
Total validation errors 
Shows how much validation-relevant information is still missing from the articles. 
 
Error protocol 
Via the button you can download the error log. 

- If " Aggregated" = Yes, you will receive a consolidated error log for all trading partners to which the 
assortment is assigned. 

- If " Aggregated " = No, you will receive an assortment-specific error log for each trading partner. 
(This option is only available for the manual download of the error log. In the night run, you will receive the 
consolidated version, as this is easier and more efficient to process) 
 
The error protocol lists the items for which information is still missing. 
For a simplified processing, the GLN, the EAN as well as the article number are directly output in the file. 
Since the error log can also be used as an upload file, we have integrated the corresponding NTG-P field 
codes and descriptions. 
 

 
 
Meaning of the cell information in the error protocol 
In the error protocol all items are listed that do not fulfill at least one missing mandatory information or 
field dependency. 
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The information given in the cells is to be understood as follows: 
 

1. "X" always stands for a missing mandatory information. 
In the example above, the mandatory information for the list price (NTG-P-076) would be missing 
for the first article. 

2. With the specification "X > NTG-P-Code" there is a field dependency to a mandatory field, which 
was not completely fulfilled. In this example, at least one of the NTG-P fields 031, 032 or 033 has 
been filled, which is a field with a weight specification in each case. However, the corresponding 
NTG-P-035 field with the weight unit was not filled. 
 

Now you have the possibility to enter the missing data directly into this template and to upload the file via 

the usual import way in the NTG portal. 

 
Export date to the buyer / next export 
This contains the information when your successfully validated articles were last transferred to the trading 
partners and when the next export is due after renewing or updating your data. 
 
 
 
Validation criteria 
Here you get an overview on dealer level, which criteria are hidden behind which NTG attribute group key. 
The information can also be output to a CSV or Excel file using the corresponding buttons. 
In addition, you also have the option of displaying the names belonging to the NTG-P code in the portal 
using the "Show field description" button. 
 

 
 
The view of the validation criteria in the NTG Portal is structured as follows: 
 
Attribute group key 
The NTG attribute group key to the corresponding attribute group. 
 
Attribute group key name 
Name of the NTG attribute group. 
 
Buyer GLN 
GLN of the trader to which the displayed validation criteria belong. 
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Buyer 
Use the drop-down menu to view the validation criteria for a specific trader. 
 
Countries 
This display is preset to "DE" (status: September 2022). 
 
Language 
This display is preset to "DE" (status: September 2022). 
 
Mandatory fields 
Listing of NTG-P codes specified as a mandatory field by the trader. 
 
Conditional mandatory fields 
Listing of codes that are specified as conditional mandatory fields by the trader. 
 

History  
 
Imports 
In this view you can see all the files you used for upload before. 
 
The following information is provided: 

- Date = import date and time 
- Assortment = name of the assortment which is filled with product data 
- Assortment GLN = GLN of the assortment which is filled with product data 
- Format = format of the uploaded file 
- File name = name of the uploaded file with the following additional information: 

o NTG_IMPORT 
o import format - e.g. EXCEL 
o assortment GLN - e.g. 9990000010002 
o import date - e.g. 2016-02-09 (for 09.02.2016) 
o import time - e.g. 15-56 (for 15:56 = 3:56pm) 

For an upload file named ORIG.xlsx follows this file name: 
NTG_IMPORT_EXCEL_9990000010002_2016-02-09_15-56_ORIG.xlsx.zip 

 

 

The files can be downloaded any time on click to the file name and are ready for further use.  

Downloads 
In this view you will be shown consolidated all exported item data files. This information is displayed as 
under the "Imports" tab. 
By default, the following formats are generated: CSV, BuschData with / without supplementary record, 
BuschData 2, EDIFACT. 
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These formats are also subsequently selectable in individual tabs. 
 
If necessary, other existing tabs 
If you use the NTG MasterDataService (MDS), you will find additional tabs with the corresponding output 

formats of the MDS. 

 

Dead Links 
 
In this menu, you can check your assortments for links that lead to physically non-existing media. This can 
be, for example, links in article data that belong to obsolete images that are no longer present in the media 
overview. Additionally, this menu checks whether you have uploaded media to the respective assortment 
that were not linked to your data at the NTG platform. 
 

 
 
By click on the button "Check" you can filter out the "Dead Links" per assortment. 
 
After checking for dead links, you can see the list of links in the article data, the unlinked images and 
articles that do not contain any media in three tables. 
 

 
 
With the button "Remove links from articles" you can remove them from the article data. 
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The second table shows you which images have been uploaded for your assortment but are not part of any 
article. If desired, you can remove the unused images on the NTG platform using the "Remove media files" 
button. 
 

 
 
The third table shows which articles do not contain a reference to a media file. 
 

 
 
 
 
Memory List 
 
You can prepare filling out the trader templates via the memory list function, too. 
The memory list saves the article selection per range if you are logged into the NTG portal. Via this list you 
can see which articles were already selected per range for the Master Data Service and you can continue to 
edit the selection. 
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Via the button  (upload memory list) you can upload your GTINs for the desired 
target range with the header NTG-P-007. The articles should be already indicated in your range. 
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Media [Media data] 
 

In the menu point “Media“, you can manage your media data content (images, PDFs a.s.o.). When opening 

the page “Media”, your ranges are displayed and the number of media files already imported. 

 

 

Administration of media files 

If you have already imported media files into the NTG portal and click on one of your ranges, these will be 

displayed. 

If you click on a range, you get directly into the menu “images”. Here you get an overview of the uploaded 

images with the information of the file name, file format, the upload date as well as the height / width and 

color space of the media file. 

 

 

In this menu you can now search for specific images using the search box, delete or download several 

images by ticking the box to the left of the image, or apply one of these actions to individual images using 

the respective icon on the right column. 
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Please note that the following browsers do not support the tiff format and for this reason, no image 

preview can be displayed for this format: Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox. 

The meaning of the individual icons on this page can be seen in the following overview: 

 

Search-Button By entering a file name in the search 

field and click on this button, you can 

filter out all available files in the 

assortment with this file name. 

 

Reset-Button With click on this button you can reset 

the search function and have all files 

displayed again. 

 

Delete-Button On click to this button selected images 

are deleted. 

 

Download selected-

Button 

This button allows the download of 

selected elements via link. 

                                                                                         
Download button Use this button in order only to 

download images which you have 

filtered out via the options “file name” 

or “file type”. 

 

Download of all 

images 

 

On click to the download button you can 

download all images of the assortment 

via link. 

 

Select / Deselect all With this button you can select or 

deselect all files on one click.  

 
Remove valid from To remove the validity date (valid from), 

click this icon. 

 
Export information Export the information of this page in csv 

format. 

 

Delete-Icon In order to download single images, click 

on this download icon  

 

Download-Icon In order to delete single images, click on 

this delete icon. 
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Via the button „Download whole range“, you can download all images in this overview or via the button 

“Select/Deselect all”, you can tick all media in one go and then delete or download if necessary. 

 

Download media content 

If you want to download individual images or the whole range of your image files, this can be done via a link 

which will be sent to your e-mail address with which you are logged into the portal. The sender of the e-

mail is portal@network-toys.de and you will receive an e-mail with the reference “NTG: download link for 

image files – name of supplier”. 

 

Image upload 

In the Media Upload menu, you can now upload a larger volume using the improved upload technology. 
The size limit for a file is 500MB. 
You have two options for this - uploading a ZIP file or uploading individual image files. 

Allowed file formats, which can be uploaded to the portal, are the following: 

• .jpg, .jpeg, .gif, .bmp and .tif / .tiff for images 

• .pdf – for manuals et cetera 

• .avi, .mp4, .mov, .wav, .wma, .mpg, .swf, .wmv for videos 

• .mp3 for audio files 

Allowed characters in file names are:  

• a-z  

• A-Z 

• 0-9 

• dot 

• hyphen 

• underscore 

• round bracket open 

• round bracket close 

This restriction applies to the upload via ZIP folders as well as for uploading single images. 

mailto:portal@network-toys.de
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Upload ZIP-File: 

If you want to upload a ZIP folder, please note that the folder must have the extension ".zip" and should 

not exceed a maximum size of 1GB. Furthermore, you can upload a maximum of one ZIP folder at a time. 

To select a ZIP folder, please click on the button "Choose files". If you have selected a folder, you can start 

the upload via the "Start" button or remove the selected folder via the "Discard selection" button. 
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During an upload, you can stop the process via the red button “Stop Upload”. In this case, nothing will be 

uploaded, even if the bar has already been halfway up. Another special feature is that the other buttons on 

the menu are inactive during this process. Please do not leave the page or the tab if you presently do an 

upload. 

If you have successfully uploaded a ZIP folder, you will receive a confirmation e-mail from the NTG portal 

from the sender portal@network-toys.de and with the subject line "NTG: Filename.zip - Upload for image 

data - company name - assortment". The email contains a list of names with the uploaded media. 

Since the upload via a ZIP folder is asynchronous, the images are not immediately available in the overview. 

The display of the images in your assortment may take a few minutes after the upload. 

 

Upload single files:  

If you like to upload images to the portal individually, you can do so in the bottom menu "Upload single 

images with following restrictions". 

Please also note that you can upload a maximum volume of 1GB and a maximum of 500 images in one go. 

With the button "Choose files" you can select individual pictures in a folder and make them available for 

upload. Please note that uploading from a ZIP file may be more efficient if the file sizes are big or if there 

are many images. 

mailto:portal@network-toys.de
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When you have made your choice, the selected images will be listed under each other in a preview. 

 

The button "Discard selection / stop not started" deletes the selection and you can add new images. 

Click “Start Check” to check if a media file with the same name and media type already exists. 
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You can see how far the upload is by looking at the progress bar next to each image. 

With the button "Stop Upload" you can stop the upload here, too. Images already uploaded could, 

however, be seen in the menu “images”, since every image is successfully uploaded in your media range 

when the progress bar has run through completely.  

After each media content upload via the zip-file upload or the single images upload, a window for 

navigation leading to the Dead Link function will open up. Please find further information in the chapter 

“items” in “Dead Links”. 

 

If you like to use this function immediately after your media content upload, please click on the button 

“Yes, go to the Dead Link verification”, otherwise click on “close”. 

 

Minimum resolution of image files 

Please note that uploaded image files should meet the minimum requirement of at least 2000px on the 
shortest side. Uploaded media will be validated by us on a weekly basis. Low resolution image files will be 
reported to you via email with a request to provide your images in the best possible quality. 
 
 
 
Media validity 

Please enter a validity date (valid until) if there is, for example, an advertising or license agreement behind 
the media files that restricts the use of such files for a certain period of time. The file contains the following 
2 columns: File name and date in the format day/month/year (dd.mm.yyyy). 
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Select "Save" to apply the validity date. In the media overview, the date is now displayed in the "Valid until" 

column. 
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Prices 
 

In the menu section “prices” you can deposit individual customer prices per item and administrate the 

prices already deposited. 

Upload prices 

Analog to the item data import (Media) individual customer prices per article can be uploaded, too. 

To import prices, please use the file “Template price upload” from the download section on the NTG 

homepage https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/ → Item Data → Individual trader prices. 

Fill out all spaces available concerning the individual prices in this template. Hereby, please note the format 

specification in line 4 and the information concerning the mandatory (M) and optional space (K) in line 3. 

You will find the description of the space in line 2. 

If you have a price file that can be imported, click on the button „Choose CSV file”, if it is a CSV file, or on 

the button “choose Excel file” to select the XLS price file to be imported. Furthermore, it is possible to 

differentiate the type of prices to be uploaded. Under “Type” you can select, if you want to upload prices 

for the wholesale trade or the retail trade. Please note that a file to be uploaded can only be imported for 

one type at a time. If you want to import wholesale and retail trade prices for example, you should first 

upload one type of price and afterwards the other type. 

 

If the price file does not contain errors, it will be uploaded and a preview is displayed. Please check if these 

indications are correct, especially the trader GLN and the price validity date. Afterwards, you decide if and 

how these individual customer prices are imported. 

There are two ways for the price import available: 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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• Update: the prices for a trader already existing in the system will not be deleted. The prices in the 

file to be imported will be taken over additionally and prices not yet indicated in the system will be 

newly created.  

If you want to import the price file as an update, please click on the button “upload prices”. 

 

 
 

• Initial:   

All existing prices in the NTG system will be deleted for the buyer and replaced through the new 

prices from the file to be imported. 

To start the processing please click on the button “upload prices and delete all trader prices”. 

 

 
 

 

If the price file contains errors, these will be displayed analog to the item data import. 

Important information for the provision of individual prices for myToys: 

Please provide the myToys purchase price, if necessary, deduct the basic list discount. Further conditions 

are not (!) to be deducted. This will be effected by myToys internally. Thank you very much. 

 

Product prices 

In this overview, you can see the prices per article already entered. Enter an item or EAN number in the 

space “ITEM – EAN” and click on the button “loading”. You will receive an overview of all prices entered for 

this item and per trader. 
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In this overview you can edit or delete the deposited prices by clicking on this symbol . The following 

view appears: 

 

Via the delete symbol you can delete the price deposited or process the following values by click on the 

respective space:  

- Purchase price, individually without sales taxes 

- Purchasing price base 

- Purchasing price unit 

- Selling price, calculated without sales taxes 

- Selling price, calculated with sales taxes 

On click to the button  ("Edit") you can edit the deposited graduated prices. 
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Delete prices 
 
Prices once uploaded can also be deleted trade related. To do so, Network Toys Germany GmbH provides a 
template “Upload Template Price Deletion” on their homepage https://www.network-
toys.de/en/downloads/ → Item Data → Individual trader prices. 
 
To delete prices, please use the corresponding template file. 
 

 
 
In the first column, the GLN of the corresponding trader is inserted, for whom you want to delete the prices 
is indicated. In the next column, you insert the GTIN and in the last column you state the price type to be 
deleted. 
As “type” you can insert “RT” for retail prices and “WS” for wholesale prices. 
 
You can upload the file under the Prices view.  

 
 
 
 
Export prices 
 
Export all retailer-specific prices across all product ranges at the push of the button. You will receive an 
email with a download link (valid for 72 hours) under which you can download the zipped CSV file. The e-
mail also contains a summary of all files contained in the export. 
 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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Direct shipment / Drop shipment 
 

After the adjustment of your profile for direct shipment / drop shipment processes there is an additional 

tab “Dropshipment” available for you. 

 

 

As VEDES supplier, you will find in this tab: 

• Upload opportunities for inventories 

As myToys supplier, you will find in this tab: 

• Upload opportunities for inventories and DV prices 

• Documents on credit notes, debit notes as well as the summarization of order items/returns in the 

section “Details”. 

 

 

Inventory Reports (myToys and VEDES) 

For the upload of the inventory report, only a file in the format .csv or .xlsx with two columns 

(EAN/inventory) is necessary. 
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You will find the file template “Template Inventory report” in the download section of NTG’s homepage: 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/ → Dropshipment – semi automatic process → General 

 

After the upload of the file please select via a checkbox to which retailer(s) you want to distribute the data. 

Use the button “Publish to” to transfer the inventory to the retailer. 

Important! Items for which no inventories are available anymore, are to be indicated in the inventory 

report with quantity “0”. Please do not leave the space for the quantities empty; otherwise the processing 

to the retailers cannot be effected automatically. The inventory has to be provided regularly and 

corresponding to the contractual conditions agreed with the trading partner. 

 

Drop shipment prices (only myToys) 

Here, only a file with the format .csv or .xlsx is necessary, which includes the columns “EAN”, “Purchase 

Price”, “Freight Costs” and “Sales Price”. 

You will find the template in the download section of NTG`s homepage https://www.network-

toys.de/en/downloads/ → Dropshipment – semi automatic process → myToys, as soon as myToys activates 

this process for itself via NTG. 

Please provide the myToys purchase price; if necessary, minus the initial list discount. Further conditions 

are not (!) to be deducted. 

 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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Here, only the company myToys can be selected in the section retailers. Highlight myToys and click on 

“Publish to” to distribute the prices to the retailer. 

 

History (VEDES and myToys) 

Under the menu part „History“, you can administrate your inventory and price uploads. Select according to 

the type of document (inventory or price). 

 

Select the retailer requested in the tab „Distribution/Export Date“. 

In this tab, you can also see if your price and/or inventory uploads were successfully transmitted. 

Inventories and prices will be transmitted to the retailer within a few minutes in an asynchronous manner. 

Directly after the upload you will see to which retailer the price was transmitted. As soon as the 

transmission is successfully effected, the precise date/time of the export will be added to the name of the 

retailer. 

Screenshot: Example for inventory upload to myToys company 
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Error Handling 

You can recognize faulty inventory and price files when in the section “Distribution/Export” only the name 

of the retailer is indicated, but no distribution date. 

A distribution to the retailer has not taken place. 

 

Faulty upload files will be reported to the NTG support team. 

An NTG support team employee will contact you in due course of time, to try and find the source of error 

and to eliminate it together with you. By doing so, a new upload can be effected successfully. 

 

Credit notes (only myToys) 

The credit notes in PDF format submitted to NTG by myToys can be found here and they are listed 

according to dates. 

It is possible to define the time slot from/to. The columns “Date” and “Downloads” can additionally be 

sorted in ascending or descending order. 

Via the option “Only display documents not uploaded” you can see at one glance which documents were 

not yet selected for download. 

Highlight the documents you want to download and click on “Download highlighted documents”. 

The download is effected via a link which will be sent to your e-mail address you logged into the portal 

which is effective for 72 hours. 

The download counter will be updated after a refreshing of the window. 
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Debit notes (only myToys) 

The debit notes transmitted by myToys can be found here, listed according to date. 

Just as in the section “Credit Notes”, you can narrow down the time slot and sort the columns “Date” and 

“Downloads” in ascending or descending order. 

By selecting the option “Only display documents not downloaded”, you can also see at one glance which 

documents were not yet selected for download and which can be downloaded by highlighting the 

documents desired via “Download highlighted documents”. The download is effected via a link which will 

be sent to your e-mail address you logged into the portal and which is effective for 72 hours. 

The download counter will be updated after a refreshing of the window. 
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Details 

You will find the excel files transmitted by myToys under “Details”. These include the summary of the order 

items and returns summarized in an orderly and presentable document. 
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Semi-automatic process (only myToys) 
 

General 

The semi-automatic process within the NTG portal is available only for the direct shipment with myToys.de 

GmbH and is provided for WebEDI suppliers as well as for ClassicEDI suppliers. 

The semi-automatic process 

• for the download of direct shipment orders is provided to all suppliers directly. An activation by 

NTG is not necessary. 

• for the upload of order confirmations, delivery notes and returns reports, however, must be 

activated by NTG.  

We strongly recommend to exchange test data with NTG before using the semi-automatic process for the 

upload in live operation! 

 

Detailed information concerning the set structure per document type: 

• order 

• order confirmation 

• delivery note 

• returns report 

 

can be found in the download section on the NTG Homepage: https://www.network-

toys.de/en/downloads/ → Dropshipment – semi automatic process → myToys 

 

Download of orders (myToys and VEDES) 

In the menu “OrderTracker”, you can download direct shipment orders (identified with the truck symbol) 

either individually or collected. (The download function is only available in the tab “Overview”.) In order to 

do so, tick the orders desired in the column “CSV Export”. The button “Export as CSV” will be activated and 

you will see the number of the orders selected in brackets. 

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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Select the top box to mark all orders on this page for export with one click. 

 

You can either open or save the file(s). 

In one download file there are several order numbers, if several orders are downloaded at the same time. 

Direct shipment orders can be downloaded as often as desired. 

 

Upload Process – Follow-up documents 

The upload process of follow-up documents is identical for all types of documents. 

Basic information: 

• File format: csv 

• Field separator: semicolon 

• Information separator within fields: hashtag 

 

Types of documents available: 

• Order confirmations 

• Delivery notes 

• Returns reports 

Select the menu option “dropshipment” → tab “semi-automatic process“ → tab „Upload“.  
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First choose the file type. 
Afterward click on the button „Select CSV file” and select the file desired. 
 
Note: 
 

• The files must be unzipped. 

• The file name is not significant. 

• Only one type of document is allowed to be included per file. 

• Items that belong to one order confirmation / delivery note / return notification must appear one 
below the other in the file.  

• The order item number must correspond to the information from the order. 
 
 

The file will be uploaded and a preview is displayed. 
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Select „Upload“ in order to upload the files. 
 
 
Uploaded documents are listed under the tab “History”. 
 

 
 
 
Error Handling 
 
After the upload into the NTG portal, the CSV file is split. If individual document numbers run into errors 
during processing, they will be sorted out and communicated back to you via an automatic rejection email. 
The email contains the rejection reason and the rejected file. 
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Selective distribution (only VEDES) 
 

The "Selective distribution" function is active for all suppliers who have a business relationship with the 

VEDES trading partner in the NTG portal. 

With this function, you as a supplier can define to which specialist retailer the VEDES head office releases 

your product data and to whom your products may be sold. 

To do this, fill in the field NTG-P-102 "Sales program code" for the articles that are only permitted for 

certain retailers. The code is determined by you. However, it must be 3 digits long and between 000 and 

999. You can do this step either directly on the item in the portal or you can use the well-known NTG 

upload template for the item master.  

Fill out the file "Upload Template Retailer Assignment" (to be found at: https://www.network-

toys.de/en/downloads/ → Item Data → VEDES - Selective distribution) and import it via the menu item 

"Selective distribution". In this file, you assign the sales program code to the respective specialist retailers. 

Please note that only one code is required per sales program. 

By linking the sales program code to the article and assigning this code to the corresponding specialist 

retailers, the trading partner VEDES can control the distribution of the articles according to your wishes. 

 

  

https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
https://www.network-toys.de/en/downloads/
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Order information (warehouse/drop shipment) 
 

The display of these two tabs is only available with Super-Admin user rights. Please contact the NTG team 

(see chapter "Support") to get these tabs activated. 

Here you have the possibility to display sales from warehouse and direct shipping (if applicable) orders.  

There are different display options available and a possibility to list sales from previous years.  

By default, the overview shows all order values of the current year. A review up to 2016 is possible and can 

be selected in the dropdown menu. 

 

 

Overview 

The overview provides a detailed overview of all orders, broken down to orders, sales and items (order 

items). 

 

Click on "Export" to download the displayed sales information as a CSV file. 

 

Monthly chart 

Display of accumulated orders of all traders as a curve chart. Divided into "Total orders", "Total sales" and 
"Total items". 
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Monthly chart (partners) 

Select specific trading partners to display the sales of these customers.  Sorting option according to 
"strongest orders" or "strongest sales". 
 
 
Year comparison 

Select the years to be used for comparison. Diagram display for "Total orders", "Total sales" and "Total 

items". 

 
 
 
Order behavior drop shipment 

Lists the turnover of all orders received for your direct shipping profile. The content of the tab is the same 

as described above. 
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Support 
 

For questions concerning the system, the connection and the application, you can contact the support 

team in Cologne and Osnabrück at: 

 
For EDI / OrderTracker – storage & drop shipment processes incl. semi-automatic process: 
 
NTG Network Toys Germany GmbH 
Series-A Campus – Sophienstraße 1 – 51149 Köln 
 
Mrs. Bianca Reindl 
Head of EDI and Business Development 
E-Mail: bianca.reindl@network-toys.de 
Telephone: +49 (0)2203 / 290 134 - 1 
 
 
 
For article data, media and prices: 
 
NTG Network Toys Germany GmbH 
Standort: Osnabrück 
An der Illoshöhe 22 - 49078 Osnabrück  
 
Mr. Pascal Heemann 
Head of Data Quality  
E-Mail: pascal.heemann@network-toys.de 
Telephone: +49 (0)541 / 67 34 - 3437 
 
Mr. Henrik Ulisch 
Data Quality Manager 
E-Mail: hendrik.ulisch@network-toys.de 
Telephone: +49 (0)541 / 67 34 - 2383 
 
Mr. Björn Flachmann 
Data Quality Manager 
Email: bjoern.flachmann@network-toys.de 
Telefon: +49 (0)541 / 6734 - 24 66 
 


